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The Self-Determined Learning Template 

(SDLT) will enhance your ability to learn and 

remember! 



 It may apply to nearly any topic

 It employs critical analysis

 It minimizes narrative filler

 It extracts significant and meaningful 

information



 The Template is designed to be adaptable 

and modifiable for as long as you desire 

or need, and can have numerous applications. 



 Applications for the Template

• In the classroom

• In the office

• In the professions



 The Template will equip you and your students 

with the skills to:

• create a concise model for current learning

• create a memorable model for lifelong learning

• organize and remember essential elements of a 
topic
o for professional needs
o for personal interest



 It uses an alliterated mnemonic process

• for classifying

• for evaluating

• for recalling essential content and meaning



The twelve alliterated headings are 
easy to remember.

Each heading starts with the letter “P.” 

Each heading employs a “chunking” strategy.

The headings can be learned as four groups of three.

1 2 3 4
PRINCIPLE PLAYERS PHRASES PROBLEMS

PURPOSE PERIOD PICTURES PROSPECTS

PARTICULARS PLACES PERFORMANCE PUBLICATIONS



How the Twelve SDLT Headings Work

The headings generally follow a logical progression from 
broad to more specific.  While analysis and evaluation occurs 
under each category heading, more detailed evaluation 
occurs further along in the document.

In the Template information document, (the handout) each 
heading is followed by a guiding statement.



Guiding statements (in bold font) are followed by 
more detailed instructions for greater clarification, 
formatting or other suggestions.

The Template information document should be 
used as a reference while creating the Template.  The 
final Template, however, only needs the twelve bold 
headings.



 Statements are usually paraphrased, and are

• brief and concise.

• Sources must be cited (using Vancouver 

Style)

 by number

 in first order of use.



Heading Examples
• PRINCIPLE:

• Create a general statement of the topic, subject or 
concept.

oThis may include a definition and/or a concise description, 
essential element, or main idea.  Express it in the clearest 
and simplest way possible.

oIf the statement is a quotation, paraphrase, or comprises a 
synthesis, include citation reference numbers.



PURPOSE (or PRACTICE):
 Examine the context or scope of this topic, subject or 

concept and/or its purpose (or practice, depending on 
the topic), how it came about, or reason for being –
why it matters.

o If further clarification is needed, (for example, as with a 
concept or theory) determine if this topic or subject would 
be classified under the generally accepted body of 
knowledge, conventional wisdom or practice.  



o If not, explain what aspects may challenge traditional 
thinking or popular opinion. 

o Determine if it is considered fact or opinion and 
whether this makes a difference. 

o If applicable, note whether or not the topic, subject or 
concept is a standard or conventional one, newly 
accepted or controversial.



PARTICULARS:

 Identify major facts, aspects or subdivisions of this 

topic, subject or concept that are essential to 

understand it (and that do not fall under one of the 

other headings).

o Judge the importance of information items and 

prioritize them under the various headings throughout 

the SDLT. At times, appendices may be included, so 

include a note with the statement if used.

See the handout for the remaining headings.



The Self-Determined Learning Template:
Is a personalized learning tool

Is available to anyone with a computer

Guides exploration

Is adaptable and modifiable

Easily commits to memory



Cultivates critical thinking skills -

• Analysis

• Synthesis

• Evaluation

• Creativity



 Facilitates retention

 Leads toward mastering a topic

 Is readily adaptable to other languages

 Is non-culture-specific



Details for the remaining Template headings are in the 

handout.  

If you did not receive a handout, you may contact me at:

spreacher@swu.edu

Questions or comments are always welcome!

mailto:spreacher@swu.edu

